On the common topological conditions for shear-coupled twin boundary migration in bcc and hcp metals
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The most abundant deformation twins in metals with hcp and bcc crystallographic structures, i.e. (10-12) and (112) respectively, proceed with the same mechanism of deformation under an applied shear stress, i.e. shear-coupled twin boundary migration. Despite the differences in the atomic structure and degrees of symmetry of bcc and hcp crystals, the topological aspects that rule the processes of growth and shrinkage of these deformation twins are equivalent. In this paper, we revisit the atomic level processes, occurring at the interfaces, through which both coherent twin boundaries displace in a conservative manner and accommodate deformation. These processes include the creation of a twin boundary dislocation that acts as a source of disconnections, namely, line defects at the interface that have both dislocation and step character. The glide of disconnections along the twin boundary is responsible for the displacement of the interface, implying the growth or shrink of the twin. We describe the interaction of these twins with crystal dislocations and show that the product of the interaction is a source of disconnections. We show that these interactions can be described in terms of the structure of the interfaces and the Burgers vector of dislocations. The study is based on the topological theory of interfacial defects and we show the usefulness of the dichromatic pattern associated to each interface in the prediction and analysis of the interactions.
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1. Introduction

For an atomic level process to occur at a grain boundary (GB), it is necessary that both, the topology (geometry) and the interatomic interactions (physics) accomplish certain constrains. The former refers to the atomic structure of both the GB and the interacting defects. The latter refers to the atomic interactions, which are material dependent and affect the energy balance, the local stresses needed to trigger reactions, Peierls stress to move GB dislocations and the effect of temperature.

The theory of interfacial defects [1–4] covers the first aspect bringing the necessary background to analyze the intrinsic defects associated to the GB. Since the atomic structure of each GB depends on the crystal structure, in the literature there are descriptions of individual GBs, at most, grouped by the crystal structures [5–14], but few overviews on the properties common to GB of different crystal structures are reported [15]. Twin boundaries (TB) are a particular case of GBs. TBs have been extensively studied for hcp and fcc metals [16–20] but in less extend for bcc metals [22–24]. Twins are extended defects that form as a deformation mode complementary to slip modes for the accommodation of plastic deformation [25]. In hcp crystals, because of their low symmetry, twinning is a prevalent deformation mechanism with, at least, seven twinning modes involving different twinning planes, although not all of them appearing in all hcp metals. The most abundant and common twin for all hcp metals is the {10–12} twin, despite the fact that it has high formation energy compared to other twins of the same metal, proving that the interface energy is not a dominant parameter for the nucleation and growth of twins. The main twin mode in bcc metals is the {112} twin. The coherent {112} interface has the lowest energy among the <110> tilt grain boundaries because the atoms at the interface present the perfect coordination number [26]. Thus, these two twins are the most abundant and they appear in all metals with hcp and bcc crystal structure respectively. In fact, although they belong to two different crystal structures with different symmetries, the atomic level processes related to the conservative displacement of their boundaries under a shear-coupled TB migration, are ruled by equivalent mechanisms.

In this paper, we revisit the common features of the coherent TBs and, based on their crystallography, we explain their high mobility and relevant interaction with crystal dislocations. The paper begins with the definition of the main concepts and tools necessary for the description of the processes at the TB, followed by the interactions with dislocations for each TB pointing out their similarities.

2. Methodology

2.1. Visualizing TB line defects: the dichromatic pattern

According to Pond’s theory of interfacial defects [1,2], the set of Burgers vectors (Bv) of the admissible TB dislocations is the difference of translation vectors of the
two lattices (\(b_{\mu} = t_x - t_y\)). An easy tool to visualize these BVs is the dichromatic pattern (DP) [27] shown in Fig. 1. The DP is the superposition of lattice sites of the two crystals [white/yellow (\(\lambda\)) and black (\(\mu\))] in their tilt related orientations, with the sites of the twinning plane of the two crystals in coincidence. Thus, any lattice site of the coincident plane may be taken as the origin of both \(t_x\) and \(t_y\), i.e., the BVs are represented by arrows from black to yellow sites in Fig. 1a and from black to white sites in Fig. 1b.

The TB dislocations that step the TB are named disconnections. The height of the step associated to a disconnection is \(h = n \cdot (t_x + t_y)/2\) where \(n\) is normal to the TB plane. The position of the BV in the DP indicates the height of the step and the stepping up or down of the TB. We adopt the notation \(b_{\mu/m}\) to refer to all dislocations (crystal and TB dislocations), being \(n\) and \(m\) the number of TB planes of \(\lambda\) and \(\mu\) along \(t_x\) and \(t_y\), respectively.

Among disconnections, we name ‘twinning disconnections’ (TD) the glissile ones, with BV parallel to the TB, responsible for the growth and shrinkage of the twin. In this paper, \(b_{\mu/1}\) (Figs. 1a and 2a) is a TD of the \((112)\) twin and \(b_{-2/2}\) (Fig. 1b and 2b) is a TD of the \((10-12)\) twin.

The other TB dislocations in Fig. 1 are the result of the interaction of the twin with a crystal dislocation, as detailed below.

2.2. MD simulations

The results presented were obtained by molecular dynamic (MD) simulation [12,13,16,28–30]. The computational system consisted of two half-crystals (white upper (\(\lambda\)) and black lower (\(\mu\))) in twin orientation separated by either a planar twin boundary or a boundary containing a TD in edge orientation with line direction parallel to the x (tilt) axis. This bi-crystal model had periodic boundary conditions in the interfacial glide plane x-y of the twinning disconnection, and fixed outer boundaries in the form of rigid blocks of atoms in the ±z directions [31,32]. With this construction, a TD moving in the ±z direction crosses one periodic boundary and re-enters at the opposite side of the simulation box. Due to the step character of the disconnection, the twin interface has been displaced in the \(z\) direction by the step height (±2\(d\) for the \((10-12)\) and ±\(d\) for the \((112)\); \(d\) — interplanar distance). Crystal dislocations were introduced on the upper side of the twin boundary.

3. Twinning disconnections for the bcc-(112) and hcp-(10-12) twins

TDs are interfacial defects; therefore, they can only glide along the TB. The motion of TDs is the essential mechanism for deformation twinning [30,33]. The passage of a TD along the TB produces a relative displacement of the twin and matrix by the Burgers vector, \(b_{\mu/m}\) and the TB concomitantly advances by \(h = nd\); the shear accommodated is \(s = b/h\).

The BV of the TD for the \((112)\) twin is \(b_{\mu/1} = 2a_0/1\); \(b_{\mu/0}(112) = 0.152a_0\) (a_0 is the lattice parameter). The resolved shear stress of this disconnection in \(\alpha\)-Fe is about 20 MPa [34] compared to 82 MPa for the \(\frac{1}{2}[111]<110\) edge dislocation [35]. Since it steps the TB by one plane, no shuffles are required during its glide [30] to restore the lattice of the transformed crystal and the disconnection is highly mobile.

The BV of the TD for the \((10-12)\) twin is \(b_{2/2} = a[10\bar{1}\bar{1}]\); where \(\alpha\) is approximately 0.0645 for the lattice parameter ratio \(c/a = 1.5952\) (see [36] for details), \(b_{2/2} = 0.152a_0\). The resolved shear stress of this disconnection in Zr is about 2.5 MPa compared to 5.5 MPa for the \(<a>\) crystal dislocation [37]. It steps the TB by two planes and shuffles are required to restore the lattice (see [30] for details). The properties of this disconnection, i.e., small BV (see Fig. 1b), wide core (see Fig. 2b) and easy shuffles [30], cause its low Peierls stress and high mobility.

The shear-coupled TB migration for the \((10-12)\) twin, due to the glide of TDs, has long been studied by theory and simulation. Recently, Molodov et al [38] proved experimentally the shear-coupled migration in Mg and confirmed the value of the twinning shear (\(s = 0.126\)) in excellent agreement with the theoretical value \(s = \gamma/3 \gamma S\); where \(\gamma\) is the Burger ratio.

Thus, the growth and shrinkage under stress of these twins depends on the existence of TDs that can be created, either directly as dipoles at the pristine TB or by defects at the TB acting as sources of disconnections. For a source to be efficient, it should be linked to the TB and move together with it. In section 5, one such source of disconnections is described for each twin.
4. Shear-coupled TB migration: Creation of TDs at the TB

The displacement of the TB under an applied stress by glide of TDs occurs if the topology of the boundary is appropriate for the creation of TDs. For this to occur, the Bv and step height of the disconnection should be small such that the energy and stress needed to create the dipole are reasonable and no other shear mode is more effective.

When this necessary condition is accomplished, the dipole can be created under high shear stress at the pristine boundary or, under lesser stress, by a source of TDs, as described below. The position (right or left) of each disconnection of the dipole is the appropriate to accommodate the stress, i.e., to run in the correct direction. Therefore, for a given sense of stress, the sense of motion of the TB depends on its topology, since a disconnection with positive Bv may step the boundary up or down as a function of the topology of the TB. An example is given in Fig. 3 where we have assumed that the positive Bv steps down the TB, as in the two twins presented here.

5. Interaction of the twin boundary with a crystal dislocation: source of disconnections

The following processes are common to both TBs:

- TD dipoles are created under shear stress. These TDs are highly mobile.
- A crystal dislocation interacting with the TB is fully absorbed and the reaction depends on the sign of the Bv of the incident dislocation.
- A TB dislocation acts as a source of TDs. The mechanism allows a conservative displacement of the TB.

In the following, the interactions are described for each twin and for each orientation of the crystal dislocation.

5.1. Interaction of $\frac{1}{2} <111>$ dislocation with the $(1\overline{1}2)$ twin boundary

5.1.1. Edge dislocation $b_{2/0} = \frac{1}{2}[1\overline{1}1]$

The edge dislocation, denoted $b_{2/0}$ in the DP of Fig. 1a, is absorbed by the $(1\overline{1}2)$ TB and transforms as: $b_{2/0} = b_{1/-1} + b_{1/1}$[29].
motion is about 1.6 GPa in Fe. In this case, reversing the stress would move the dislocation apart from the TB and the process would end.

5.1.3. Mixed dislocation \( b_{1/0} = \frac{1}{2}[111] \)

This case shows three possible reactions in the DP; the MD simulation of the reaction confirmed the one occurring. The screw part of the Bv (\( \sqrt{2}a_0/\varepsilon \)) along the tilt axis) is common to \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) crystals and the edge part (\( \frac{1}{2}a_0 \)) has a component perpendicular to the TB and a component parallel that has magnitude \( |b_{1/2}| \).

Thus, the dislocation could be transmitted from \( \lambda \) to \( \mu \) if two \( b_{1/1} \) disconnections could be added transforming a translation vector of \( \lambda \) crystal into a translation vector of \( \mu \) crystal. This reaction is not energetically favourable and does not occur even at a temperature of \( T = 600 \) K. Thus, there is no transmission of the dislocation through the TB. There is another possible reaction energetically favourable described in the DP: \( b_{1/0} = b_{1/2} + b_{2/2} \). This reaction does not occur either because both disconnections are sessile and they cannot go apart. Thus, the \( b_{1/0} \) is attached to the TB but it is not absorbed by the TB. When the TB is displaced by a shear-coupled migration, it drags the dislocation. See [29] for details.

5.2. Interaction of <a> basal dislocation with the (10\( \bar{1} \)2) twin boundary

5.2.1. \( b_{1/0} = \frac{1}{2}[11\bar{2}0] \)

The basal dislocation \( \vec{b} = \frac{1}{2}[11\bar{2}0] \), denoted as \( b_{1/0} \) in the DP (Fig. 1b) is inclined at 60° to the interface. It is spontaneously absorbed by the (10\( \bar{1} \)2) TB and transformed as: \( b_{1/0} = 3b_{2/2} + b_{1/0} \). The decomposition of \( b_{1/0} \) is indicated in the red circle of the DP as sum of green vectors. The three TDs, stepping up the TB by \( h = 6d \), glide away; the disconnection \( b_{1/0} \) steps the TB down (Fig. 4a) introducing a facet in the TB. In the DP of Fig. 1b there are the lines indicating the cutting and joining procedure associated to the \( b_{5/4} \) defect. These lines show the facet that is formed by joining the basal plane of the \( \lambda \) crystal and the prism plane of the \( \mu \) crystal. The length of this facet can increase by joining the basal plane of the \( \lambda \) crystal and the prism plane of the TB.

If a shear stress is applied, dipoles of TDs \( b_{2/2} \) are generated by the stress-concentrating effect of the immobile defect’s core. Continued application of the shear stress leads to repeated production of TD dipoles with concomitant migration of the TB a distance 2\( d \) for every pair created and lateral displacement of the \( b_{5/4} \) defect [45], as shown in Fig. 4b. Thus, the source of disconnections follows the TB in its displacement. This process is conservative because the climb of the \( b_{5/4} \) disconnection is compensated by the expansion of the TD dipole outwards from the defect. The situation is equivalent to a single TD moving through the facet from left to right because the climb down of \( b_{2/2} \) is compensated by the climb towards the right of \( b_{5/4} \).

The displacement of the TB with the facet created by the \( b_{5/4} \) disconnection is reversible. If the sense of the shear stress is reversed, the sense of the displacement is reversed.

5.2.2. \( b_{1/0} = \frac{1}{2}[\bar{1}120] \)

If the sign of the basal dislocation is changed, the reaction at the TB produces a facet prismatic/basal (P/B) (contrary to \( b_{1/0} \)), i.e., the riser of the TB defect is not coincident with the glide plane of \( b_{2/0} \), as shown in Fig. 5. The reaction at the TB depends on which partial dislocation (30° or 90°) is getting first at the interface but it is controlled by the strong attraction of the 90° partial. The reactions are as follows: 90° partial leading \( b_{1/0} = 2b_{2/2} + b_{1/0} \). Then, the 90° partial is absorbed and the 30° partial is left off the TB separated by a stacking fault. The 30° partial alone would be expelled by the TB but if it is leading, then it is pushed by the attraction of the 90° and the whole dislocation is transformed into a TB disconnection with emission of two TDs: \( b_{1/0} = 2b_{2/2} + b_{1/0} \).

Fig. 5. Absorption of \( b_{1/0} \), a crystal dislocation by the (10-12) TB and creation of the TB defect. Left) the \( b_{1/0} \) glides on a basal plane with the 30° partial leading. Right) the \( b_{1/0} \) glides on a basal plane with the 90° partial leading. See text for details.

Fig. 4. Absorption of a \( b_{-5/6} \) crystal dislocation by the (10-12) TB and creation of the \( b_{5/4} \) defect (a). Displacement downwards of the TB under the twinning stress \( \tau \) (b). The \( b_{-5/6} \) defect in the (1012) twin boundary acting as source of TDs. When a stress is applied new \( b_{2/2} \) TD loops expand outwards and allow the boundary to migrate a distance 2\( d \) for each one created.
When a shear stress is applied to TB containing either \( b_{3/4} \) or \( b_{10} + b_{15} \), they tend to move in the opposite sense as expected for the \( b_{1/2} \). This is because the direction of motion of the TB depends only on the topology of the twin boundary, as explained in the previous section. Thus, a negative stress would move the TB down and a positive stress would move the TB up. The \( b_{10} + b_{15} \) defect follows the TB by moving along the glide plane of the \( b_{1/2} \). This can be understood as if the former \( b_{1/2} \) is dragged by the TB with a riser formed by \( b_{10} (= 2b_{1/2} \) in two different planes). The same reasoning cannot be applied to the \( b_{3/4} \) defect that follows the TB for a negative shear but undergoes a reversal of the decomposition for a positive shear [45].

6. Summary and conclusions

We have described and compared the atomic level processes that occur at two twin boundaries of different crystallographic structures (bcc and hcp), when they exhibit shear-coupled twin boundary migration.

The events, enumerated below, lead to the conservative motion of the TBs under a shear stress. They are common to the (112) TB in bcc and (10-12) TB in hcp crystals and would explain the existence of these twins in all metals of the corresponding crystallographic structure. These processes are not exclusive of these twins; they may exist in other TBs or GBs that accomplish the following topological requirements:

- The shear-coupled migration is accommodated by the glide of TDs that are created at the TB either as dipole pairs in the pristine interface or by a source of disconnections. These TDs are highly mobile.
- The interaction of a crystal dislocation with the TB produces a TB dislocation that acts as a source of TDs.
- The crystal dislocation is absorbed by the TB and transformed into TB dislocations by a reaction that follows the conservation of the Burgers vector.
- The Burgers vector of the source of disconnections undergo a conservative climb due to its interaction with the TDs that glide along the TB.
- This source moves together with the TB in a conservative manner, supplying the necessary disconnections to keep the shear-coupled migration.

All these points can be analyzed a priory using the topological theory of interfacial defects together with the dichromatic pattern, as a useful tool.

To conclude, there is a necessary crystallographic condition associated to the existence of the appropriate topological defects of the grain/twin boundary for the migration to occur. This necessary condition is prior to the achievement of the necessary physical parameters, linked to the atomic interactions.
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